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Beginning BRSIC n.n~Ir
by Keith Hansen Ilflil ...
10 FOP! RPI nCLE=1 TO ASmRnYRSICAnWPlITE

One of the biggest complaints almost every
B,~!C programmer has against Rtari BRSIC is
i1 ack of two dimensional strings. Before
I get into this in depth, let me define my
terms First, a string. R string is simply
a ~~oup of alphanumeric characters such as
HI . here" or "September IS, 1981". Strings
can be assigned variable names, such as A$,
or nAmE$ (in Atari BRSIC they can have long
descriptive names. most BRSIC's limit
variable names to a maximum of three
characters), i.e. A$="september IS, 1981". In

Atari BASIC, before such an assignment can be
made, the string must be DImensioned. This
means room in the computer's memory must be
reserved for the string. The command is DIm.
For example, DIm A$(18). 50 the string is
DImensioned to give it enough room to hold
whatever data you want to put in it. In most
BRsIC's you can do this in two dimensions,
i.e. DIm A$<I0,10>' What this means is
you've built a matrix for your string which
is 10 by 10, or that holds 100 cells for
string input. Each string is limited to 255
characters. In Atari BASIC you can't do

that. Ai can only be one string. However
its length is limited only by the memory you
have available in your computer and program.
Technically you could have a string with up
to 32,000 characters in it. That's a lot.
many BASIC programmers use this capability to
imbed machine language routines in long

s\trings using Atari's special characters,

Continued on page 2

Les Lynam, editor (?)

I know, it's really hard to get too
excited about elections in an off -year, but
we do have elections coming up fast. We will
take nominations at the October meeting for
the offices of: President, Uice-President,
5 ------ 'etary, Treasurer, 8-bit librarian, 16-bit
lib, drian (new). I would also like to thank
those who have served this past year. First,
I want to thank Keith Hansen for handling
s~e of the extra correspondence that we have
g en since our name appeared in AnALOG, ST-
LOG, and Computer Shopper all in the same
month, although he really needs thanked for
the job he has done this past year with the
newsletter and Bulletin Board. Both of those
are non-elected positions, that he has had to
devout a lot of time to for very little
glory. Thanks, Keith, you're a backbone
member of this club.

Also thanks to Linda medaris for doing a
marvelous job watchdogging the few dollars
that we have as a club, you wouldn't believe
how many times she told me, "We don't have
enough money'" <By the way, those of you who
haven't paid your dues in September ... J We
never went into the hole, and we seemed to
make it through in fine shape, paying for
postage, newsletters and phone bills for the
BBS, Thank you. Linda'

The libraries did some shuffling this
year. We had decided to have two copies of
the 8-bit library, one for Warrensburg and
one for Whiteman RFB. However, Ploger Dunning
sold his 8-bit stuff and bought an sT, so we
decided it was high time to have an official
sT PO library, and Ploger was installed to
head it up. In the meantime, marc LeBeau and

Continued on page 3



especially for games. But that's not what I
want to talk about here. What I want to
discuss is how to fake a two dimension string

in Atari BASIL
The technique for adding strings

together in Atari BASIC is concatenation. In
most 8ASIC's you just state "CS=AS+BS". . This
doesn't work in Atari BASIL I f you want to
combine AS and 85 you would have to do
something like this: (Always assuming you've
DImensioned AS long enough to hold AS and
8$)

100 AS(LEn(A$)+I)=B$

length. Do you have to print the whole
substring (which could be up to 32,000
characters, remember) and then count the
lengths of all the substrings in order to
retrieve a certain substring? There's an
easier way. Let's write a little database
pro-gram to explore how this is done.

10 DIm InFO$(I00),TEmpS(l0l,8LAnKS(J0)

Here I've DImensioned InFO$ to be 100
characters long. I'll hold my database

information in it. I'll use TEmp$ for each
individual entry of data. I need BLAnK$ to
make each entry the same length.

..

LEnCSTFUnGnAmES) gives the mathematical
length of the STRInGnAmEs. If AS was
"September 15, 1981" then U:rHAS) would be
18. You're telling the computer to tack B$
onto AS in the position which is one more
than the length of AS. Let's look at an
example.

20 8LAnKS="
":BLAnKS(lB)=BLAnK$:BLAnK$(2)=BLAnKS

I've made 8LAnK$ just that; blank. now I can
use it to "pad" the data that's input to make
it 10 characters in length so it will neatly
fit InFOS.

Continued on next page

613 IF LnGTH<10 THEn TEmp$(LnGTH+I)=8LAnK$

Line 68 looks at the length of your temporary
string. If it's less than 10 characters long
it adds 8LAnKS to it. BLAnKi is blanks! This

will pad your substring with blanks 50 it
fits the format you want in InFO$; i.e. If:!
character substrings.

The LOCATIOn is the number we'll need to tell
the computer where in InFO$ to put TEmp$. If
LoOP=1 then LOOP-I is 0, making 10 times it
equal 0 and adding one to it makes it I.
Your first substring will start at position
one in InF05. Use 2 for the second loop and
you get C2-l)llEI0+1, or II! 50 the second

substring will start at position II. It will
also erase any blanks from BLRnK$ which were
in position II and ·on from InFO$.

30 FOR LOOP=I TO 10
40 InpUT TEmp$
50 LnGTH=LEnnEmp$)

10 LOCATIon=CLOOP-l)llEI0+1

"'-.-/ I'm allowing 10 items of data input with the V
You should get "HELLO THEPIE, my nAmE IS JOE" FoPi line, asking for TEmpS each time. T e

------,!---~

when you run this little program. It looks I've asked the computer for the length of
like you should get "HELLO THEPlE, mHo After TEmpS and assigned it to the variable LnGTH~ J-

ail, you just added one character with (You can't use LEn as a variable name. It's'-.../
ASCLEn(AS)+I), right? Looks like it, but- "reserved" by the computer for the LEn
it's not. When you throw in that "+1" it statement.>
tacks all of 85 onto AS.

So, we can add strings together in Atari
8ASIL How does this help fake a two
dimensional string? In a standard BASIC, a
two dimensional string allows you to assign
substrings to matrix positions. "John Doe"
might· be A$(J,I), "2110 Wire Ave." might be
A$(1,2>' This doesn't represent their linear
placement in the string, but rather their row
and column placement in the string matrix,
each row and column location being able to
hold a 2SS character string. The same data
in an Atari 8ASIC string would have to be
represented in a linear fashion. The string
would have to be put together like this:
A$="JOHn DOE2110 WIRE AUE". A$(J,S) would be

"JOHn DOE". The "'" is the starting position
in the string and the "S" is the last
character you want to read. ASC9,21) will be
"2110 WIPIE RUE". All you do is count the
letters till you find the start and end of
the substring you want. The problem is that
every substring is going to be· a different

10 DIm A$(21),B$(I4)
20 A$="HELLO THERE, "
30 85="my nAmE IS JOE"
40 A$(LEn<A$)+I)=BS
S0 PRInT AS



80 InFO$(LOCATIOm=TEmp$

Line 8E1 actually adds the temporary string

data into the main string at the position you

specified with LOCATIOn.

9E1 TEmp$=" "

You need to blank out the TEmp$ so you can
put new data into it.

100 nEXT LOOP

And you start the second loop. If you want

to print the data to screen or printer you'd
use a variation of the input program.

208 FOPl LOOP=I TO 10
218 LOCATIOn=(LOOP-l)llEIEI+!

22E1 PPlInT InFO$(LOCATIOn,LOCATIOn+9)

238 nEXT LOOP

note that the second "LOCATIOn" must be one
less than the desired length of your

substring; in this case, nine.

Or you can just put:

2~ PPlInT InFO$

And there you have it. You can change the
iength of your substrings by changing all
o~~urences of the number lEI to whatever you

LL : it to be. Be sure to change the length
of your main string to a multiple of your
substring length and' make it long enough to

put your data into. Plun this program and put
the following information in: ..John, mike,
Pete, Larry, moe, Curly, Steve, George, Dino,
and 123YS6189E1. Then InFo$ should look like

this: "..John mike Pete Larry

moe Curly Steve George Dino
123YS6189E1", with each substring taking up

exactly IB spaces within the main string. If
you enter a substring which is more than 10
characters long, anything past the 10th

character will be erased.
That's great, isn't it? We've overcome

a deficiency in Atari BASIL now we can

build data input routines and save all the
information to a single string. The next

question is, once we've got all this data

into the string, how do we search for it to

get it out? If we have an extremely long

string loaded with data, we don't want to
have to print the whole thing to get one
piece of information. So it's a good

question. How will we do that?
FInD OUT nEXT TImE!

2E1 nEXT APlTICLE

I tried to whip up a better system for the B

bit stuff. marc has been working hard to get

the 8-bit PO library in shape, and has been

getting some new stuff to put into it. Thanks
a bunch librarians Ploger and marc'

Our l)-P done split on us. Well, it
wasn't really his fault, I guess when Uncle

Sam says "Go to Korea", you go to. Korea' ..Just
before leaving, Steve was very active in
getting the ST people on Base to come to club
meetings. Steve also did all the ST demos we
had this year and he also cooked all the
hamburgers at the may picnic/meeting. Thanks,

Steve' Hope you have good luck finding other
Atarians in Korea'

now, don't you want to be thanked next
year??? THEn BE An oFFICEPl!!! Seriously

folks, this club needs people to be involved.

If you don't want to help, we can just let it
fold up and blow away. When two or three

people are all that make a club go year after
'----'r, the club is destined to fold. Two key
~~..Jple left the local Commodore club this
past year. Their club was four times bigger
than ours. They shut down their BBS, th;y~

stopped publishing a newsletter, and as bestr--..
I can tell, they don't have regular

mt::etings any more. The same thing could

happen to us, if people don't volunteer to do
stuff with the club.

I already mentioned that the past UP has
left. marc LeBeau is graduating in December
and will be moving to KL He says he still

wants to come to meetings, but it would be

pretty hard for him to continue as 8-bit

librarian from that distance. I have finished

my masters Degree and am actively seeking
employment that will take me out of this
area. If you care to keep this club alive,

you need to be willing to put some time into
it. And don't give me the I'm too busy line.

I worked a full-time job, commuted 200 miles
round-trip to school and was' still President
of this outfit. and I guarante~ I was too
busy. not qualified? marc had never been a

disk Iibrari_an before, Linda had never been a
treasurer before, they did it and they did

fine. Other members will help you out if you

ask for help. I don't want to SEe this club
cease to exist just because I or Keith or
someone that has been actively involved move
away. Please becomE an active part of this
club, and help it to stay active.



XAGon
Game: 8-bit
D. Pentecost

An all-machine language game, XAGon is
of exceptional quality. It's design is
similar to "[J-Bert"j i.e. you bounce around
on hexagons avoiding the bad guys and
collecting points. There are several
differences that make it a worthwhile
addition to your games library. First, you
don't have a static, unchanging p!:lramid.
These three dimensional hexagons are grouped
differently and are different colors every
screen. and they move' Up and down. You
start with a certain amount of bonus points
and you leap about trying to drive the
hexagons down so they're all at the same
level. The!:l don't go down and stay down the
first time you jump on them either.
Sometimes you really have to pound on them.
You also have to avoid ball-like bad guys a
collect the money bags which pop up randornlQ.
Tbe!,J don't 5t.§.Y up long~ The bad gUY3 i§!.lso _
randomly sink into the hexagons and'reappear
elsewhere. The surface of the hexagon whl"r-e
they're going to reappear changes, so yOL

"---/
know which ones to avoid as you madly bounce
around. The reason you're bouncing madly is
that your bonus points are disappearingl The
faster you get that screen all tamped down.
the more points you get. At higher levels
you get different bad gUYSj they look like
aliens. Then there's that #$%80'" balloon
that floats around following you with a

malevolent intelligence.... Touch one and
you're dead. You and every other bad guy,
except this balloon, are pretty much
restricted by the pattern of the hexagons.
The balloon apparently isn't; making it
really tough to get away from' Plus these
double triangles appear (three dimensional
also) and bounce around too. First one, then
two. Possibly more. but I haven't gotten to
a high enough level to find out. If you hit
them you're sent to a random square.
Potentialy disastrous if one of the bad guys
hits that square at the same time. You can
get extra men by getting these funny money
bags that look like they're boiling. There's
a "high score" screen for the top five scores
and names, but you can't store them to disk.
At higher levels some of the hexagon surfaces
have pulsing patterns on them. If you land-

on one of them you get randomly teleported
again! In this game you've got to be fast,
truej but you have to plan your route too.
The baddies (except the balloon) bounce
randomly and once you're airborne you can't
change directions. so if you guessed wrong
about the wayan alien was going to go... too
latel

The graphics, speed and playability of
this game are really quite good. Granted
it's not a new idea. but the execution is
excellent, with enough challanges to keep you
wrestling with your joystick for a long time.
Best of all, it's FPlEEI That's right; this
is a Public Domain game from mACE. not the
michigan Atari Computer Enthusiasts, but the
mELBoUPlnE (as in Australia!> Atari Computer
Enthusiasts' Credit is given to "D.
Pentecost" in the opening screen. This is a
good one, folks. Get it.

WHAT'S 1M IT FOR
-MF:?

by marc LeBeau

It's not an often heard question, but
I'm not sure it's in your mind more than you
may want to believe. You ask yourself this
when someone asks you to take some of their
hours at work so they may go To their child's
ballgame. Or when someone asks you to jump
start their car for them, it sometime passes
into your mind. Or even when your club

President begs you to do a demo at the next
meeting or write an article for the
newsletter, the thought crosses your mind -

What's in it for me?
Well, finally you can rest easy because

I assure you that you will get something for
everything you dOl (Well, maybe not for
everything in life, but it sure would be fun
if it were that way!)

If you've read Les's article you
understand what I'm getting at. We are now
incorporating a point-system into the club to
reward those that put forth an effort to hel~

our club survive. (See Les's article for
details.) 50 now you need not worry when
that little thought enters your mind because
it will quickly be answered by a second
thought - free disks'
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There are bound to be ather things that
I have overlooked, but that can do as a
starter. now, what can you get for your
points?? Plight now we can offer:
Blank 5 1/1...1" disks s
PO disk (one sideL .I2
PO disk (two sides) .11
sT blank disk 12
sT PO disk ??

5Page

Since we don't have established prices
for sT Public Domain disks y,et, I had to
leave that point value out, we will plug it
in when we get it figured out.

--- As a review to those who want to know
1.. current monetary values of the above, we

are selling 5 IIY floppies to members for $5
pel lao Oi~k of thE month and disks purchased
from the public domain library are $1.00 and
!f----.., for single sided and double sided
r~~pectively, 3 1/2" blank disks are $1.25
each.

We hope that this point system will help
to reward those that are actively helping out
in the club, and also perhaps spur others on
to getting more inVOlved, when they see it
can be of value to them.

"Space... the final frontier...... How
many of us remember when that was first on in
the late 60's? If not, surely EUEFWOnE has

at least seen Star Trek reruns. Or, how
about the four Star Trek movies? now, there
is even a new series, "Star Trek: the next
generation" with a new voice (Captain Picard)
opening up the show with that same immortal
phrase. OK, hold on, before you check the
cover to see if you have accidently gotten a
Star Trek fanzine instead of your W.A.C.O.
Wramblings, I'm getting there.

Serving as an officer 25
Original piece for newsletter s
Type article from other newsletter... 3
Bring equipment to meeting s
Bring guest to meeting 2
Sign up a new member s
Donate new program to PO Iibrary..... 3

Donate whole new disk to library... .10
Do a demo at a meeting y

What's the Point???
by Les Lynam

Let's talk about points. no, I don't
want to know what your high score on "Gamma

mutant Penguins from Pligel 3" is! POInTSI
no, not the thing at the top of the head of
the guy that thinks Atari only makes game
machines! POInTslI OK. I get your point, the
word point may bring to mind several things.
Such as something you use to buy food with at
the local University. or what the seller is
loathe to pay when you tell him you have a UA
loan on his house, or what the local bookie
says you'll have to give him 11 of to cover
your bet on the football game. Gosh. you sure

can use points for lots of different things l

Hmmmmm... precisely my point (there I go
again)1

Points can be used as nebulous little
tally markers that can then be assigned a
flexible real market value for something else
(j.B--:-., an intermediary value to make
b E!ring easier), thus ending such difficult

trades such as 3 1/2 live goats for I cow.
-Well. .. -enough lectu,e on .economics... WHAT

is.Jl!y POInT????

I only wish that I could take full
credit for this idea, but I happened upon it
while reading the Pokey Press (official
newsletter of the Atari Computer Club of the
Palm Beaches). They got the idea from another
club, whose name I don't recall and don't
want to have to look up, but anyway it is a
GPlEAT idea. It seems that many computer clubs
have this problem of only a handful of people
doing all of the work that keeps the club

going, and they don't seem to benefit any
mare than those who aren't actively involved.
Well how about giving those people POInTS???
neat idea, you say? It will end the conflict
in nicaragua, you say? It can heal the rift
between 8 and 16 bit owners, you say? no????
OK, right, just having points won't make a
whole lot of difference, I guess we are all
past the point of putting stars on a chart
for ever meeting that we attend. 50... there
needs to be a payoff somewhere. !

Here's the plan, and remember, since we I
are dealing with an artificial point market, ~
we can adjust point levels later, if we find
an imbalance. Some of the things that need to
be rewarded, and suggested point levels
given:

Continued an page 6



Before micros were popular, there was a
very primative game of Star Trek on
mainframes and minis (l saw it on a mini> and
there must be dozens of Star Treks for all
the micros, mostly simulations written in
BASIL There is also a Star Trek game for
the 8-bits that has something to due with you
being in a trainer and hunting down nomad
(???>. But the newest version of Star Trek
is only for the Atari ST, and it is nothing
short of incredible.

As many of you know, I don't presently
own an ST, but I have seen this game, and was
somewhat in awe. It opens with a digitized
voice of William Shatner's famous intro to
the old series as the rest of it loads. It
also has digitized pictures of the bridge and
individual portraits of the crew. It is
truly a Trekkie's dream come'trUE for a
computer game, but it is also a game
distributer's nightmare, for you see, this
amazing game has not yet been released for
sale, but has spread like wildfire across the
country.

First let me applaud the "Pokey Press"
of the Atari Computer Club of the Palm
Beaches in their decision not to review a
"hot copy" of this game. <They did get
around this by printing a review, tranSlate';! '-----J
from French, of the game as it is already
:;utd=in~E1:rr-epE-)~--Th~~=firs1'--=l-=TTe'Q,.E1~-of-~t-hi::;~- .

game was in the michigan Atari magazine, a
very good and exciting review, and I do not
mean to say that this CAUSED the wild ~

distribution of this game but I must wonder
if it didn't pour gas on the flame and set an
unfortunate precedence. I have since seen
other reviews extolling the wonders of this
game, and saying it was OK to have it,

because it was just a "BETA version". Excuse
me folks, but Beta tests are supposed to be
done by close friends of the programmer to
help him get the bugs out, and nOT to be
distributed to everybody and his dog to try.
According to the Atari Journal, ..... the heavy
bootlegging has given Simon and Shuster, who
will be marketing the game in this country,
the idea that it may be pointless to even
bring it out here. Hey, if everybody's
already got it... " (quoted from the Pokey
Press Sept. issue>.

Simon and Shuster is a major player
here, and if they get burned on this early
venture into ST software, they may turn their
backs on the machine forever! What I am
saying here boils down to this, if you have a
copy of Star Trek, or have seen it, drop a
line to Simon B. Shuster and tell them that--

t
you think it is great, but you want to own a '
legal copy of it. Who knows, this may turn
out to be a great new marketing technique, or
it may add more credence to the claim that
Atari owners are the worlds worst pirates.

Hmmm... I really didn't intend to go on
all that long on that subject... oh well!
Here we are at our second attempt to do this
newsletter on the ST. 11= is really like
starting over again. If any of you have seen
the first few issues of the Wramblings and
compare them to the last couple that Keith
did, you will be amazed at the process. It
will probably go through the same evolution
again on the ST. Look for each issue to look
a little bit better as we feel our way around
with desktop publishing. Keith Jackson is
getting a 24 pin printer, which we hope to
use on future issues. That should put out
some pretty good high resolution copy! It 'is'
sometimes hard to keep working on this
newsletter, when we don't know if anyone even
reads it. As Keith mentioned in his last
issue as editor, no one ever says thank you.
Well, maybe not locally, but I did get a very
nice letter from Jack Weaver (editor of BUG
nel1!S in Boise, 10>: "Please tell Keith
'THAnKS!!!' (include the emphasis) from one
who considers the WACO WPlAmBLlnGS to be 0
best newsletter put out by any Atari users

r ElI=l-p-feE!-;f:-s-ide~~hE &"!'E-t-e ::l r-l:-d-a-Pi8,e-f=E'ElL:l~z~

we exchange with. no B.S., that's' the truth.
From my standpoint as strictly a computer
user (as opposed to the more technically
inclined, the ones who aren't afraid to

perform major surgery on their computers or
who have absoluely no qualms about tackling
machine language programming,) I consider the
WPlAmBLInGS to be the most readable and
appealing-to-divfi!rse-interests newsletters in
the Atari community. It's the only one I

really look forward to getting every month.
'Tell him at least one reader appreciates his
efforts." Wow!!!, Thank YOU, Jack!! This
letter came just shortly after we got the
may/June iSSUE! of Eugene A.LE. which
announced that they were going to cut back on
their exchanges with other clubs that just do
reprints, and are little 2-page jobs stapled
together. I was so sure that this was us, I
almost fired an angry letter to ACE telling

them that not all clubs have t~1E! resources or
talents that they do, but that some of' us are
still trying hard anyway. I'm glad I didn't,
because we did get an exchange from ACE this
month, and though you may have to read
between the lines, I consider that a pat on
the head from one of the big boys and maybe a

Page Ei Continued next page
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. ~"yeah, you guys are alright... for a dinky

I club."
Whew...still long winded' Also cif

interest: tentatively scheduled for the
October meeting (Saturday. Oct. 24. 2pm in
the cmsu library) is a demo of magic Sac.
AnO... if all works well, we will have a mAC
sitting beside it running the same software
to compare how well it works on both
machines! Sounds interesting, no'? Also,
there will be nomination of officers (See
election article), 8-bit demos, and other
great stuff, so BE THEPlEI

BBS question. Which would you rather
see us do this year'? I. Change to a more
reliable BBS program. 2. Add more storage for
up/downloads. 3. Go for a 1200 baud modem.
We may not have enough money to do any of
them, but if we do, it would be nice to know
what you club members think would be most

beneficial to you.

We have added 3 1/2 inch disks to our
wares. You can now buy them at meetings for

51.2S each, along with our S 1/4 inch disks
for $S/10 disks. We do want to do more to
support STs, but you ST guys will have to
keep us clued in as to what you want.
Plemember, not all of us know how to double
click on an iconl

An interesting review of the Atari 1200
baud modem in this month's San Leandro

Computer Club newsletter. I meant to type it
up for this issue, but deadline is already
upon me, and I am still writing this!

Soooo... I guess I'd better get this
uploaded to the BBS now, forgive any
misspelled words. I didn't have time to spell
check this one. (Ploger, do you have an 5T
spell checker?) See you next month.

Plandomly yours,
===---) Les Lynam •••

---_. -" _._-~------_._-----------------_._------_._-- --_.__.."---- ---_._---------- .-- ----
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L21te . n.ote adden.dum

A.pologies to :alI "I.'V' ? got this late:
an.d did n.ot Fin.d o'U:t about the rnaetin.g_
~"''';>e tx-iad to c::aII E!!vvex-yon.e an.d get the
"I.'V'ox-d out.. but iF y,.ve missed you.. '\....... e ax-e

sox-x-y_ Due ··to the lXbx-ax-y bein.g

un.expec::tedly c::losed due to rnain.ten.an.c::e

VV'ox-l~ on. c::arn.pus.. the rneetin.g had to be
rn.o'V'ed to Lin.da ::£V:(edax-is"1$ ho'U:se. :x:~ou

rnight ha'V"e also n.oted that this
n.ey,... sIattex- is n.ot on.ly late.. but also
n.ot don.a on. an. ST. Due to c::ix-c::'U:rn.l$tan.c::es

beyon.d rn~" c::on.tx-ol.. "I<">1'e y,... ex-e:n.·t able: to

g:,et this don.e on. the ST as plan.n.e:d.,. sO
at the lae:t rnin.ute.,. :£ y,... hippe:d it out on.
the 8-bit usin.g Daisy-Dot Can.d sisc::ox-s
an.d glue). Don."t kn.o'\.'V' 'V',,·hat "'...... e 'V'.... xIl do

Fox- n.e:H:t rnon.th.. j'U:st "'V'atc::h youx
rnailbo:H:.

The :!--I:o ....;-ern.bex- meetxn.g "V',,·xll be on. the
21st_ Thxm is the T~:£R.D C3x-d) Satux-da ....
x-athex- than.. oux- n.ox-rn.aI Foux-th Satux-da~ .,.

du:e to Than.ll;:,s&x'V'xn.c,_ Thxs 'tovxII be thea

rn.eetxn.g "k......vhex-a "k....re "I<">1'xII elec::t oux- n.E!!:H:t

yeax-·IS oFFxc::ex-s .. so PLEA.BE COI'·"l:E!!! 'TxI1
:n.S::H:t tirna _
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NOVEMBER MEETING yVILL
BE ON THE THIRD SATURDAY",
f!pTTR 91 Qrp' D\TTE Tn TT-T' H':~S'->">
q tilJ ~JHJl) IIJ U llJ.~H fl

GIVING iNEEKE,ND ON THE 28

2:00 PM, 2ND FLOOR
AUDITORIUM eMSU LIBRARY

DEADLINE FOR NOV. NEvVS
LETTER: NOVEMBER 7TH.

24 HOUR CLUB BBS
(oOlR) r147-'Z98~\ J, I Uh.' l,


